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High Hitler. Drugs in the Third
Reich
Der totale Rausch. Drogen im Dritten
Reich

review

High Hitler sheds new light on the fascinating story of Hitler’s drug

use and declining health. The author also documents the rise of the

German pharmaceutical industry and examines drug use amongst the

wartime population and in particular the German army. Ohler is first

and foremost a novelist, and his gripping account reads like a thriller,

revealing how the Führer and some of his closest allies became

increasingly dependent on – and controlled by – drugs, as the war

and the whole of Hitler’s world spiralled out of control. Ohler also

analyses the relationship between Hitler and his personal doctor,

Theodor Morell, who kept extensive notes about the drugs and

‘vitamins’ he administered to his patient. It is clear from these notes,

and from Ohler’s meticulous interpretation of them, that from 1941

onwards Hitler relied regularly on a mixture of hormones, steroids and

Pervitin (the precursor of today’s ‘crystal meth’). 

Ohler eschews the simplistic judgement that Hitler’s addiction to

drugs clouded his perspective, instead arguing that the drugs were

what kept the dictator going for so long. On his account, the chemical

cocktail in Hitler’s bloodstream fuelled his quintessential and often

contradictory character traits: his emotional detachment, cold-

bloodedness, euphoria, hubris, impulsive decisionmaking and his

transgressive and excessive tendencies. Ohler does not suggest that
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the drugs are an excuse for Hitler’s behaviour, but makes a

convincing case that they are deserving of greater attention than they

have hitherto received, particularly in relation to the years after 1941.

He shows how drugs were a natural extension of the way in which

Hitler generated a sense of mass euphoria and intoxication at the

major Nazi rallies. Of course Hitler’s drug use (and that of

the Wehrmacht soldiers) also exposes the inner contradictions of the

Nazi ideology, which put such an emphasis on health, fitness and

clean living. It is chilling to learn that many of Hitler’s key decisions

were made when he was ‘on drugs’, as corroborated by his doctor’s

notes. 

A must-read for all those interested in the period, this engrossing

book is sure to succeed in the English-language non-fiction market. It

works well as a companion to the major Hitler biographies, but can

also be read as a stand-alone work that tells Hitler’s story from an

intriguing and less familiar perspective.
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two publishers from the Eastern Zone, Gustav Kiepenheuer and

Joseph Caspar Witsch. The press’s early authors included Joseph

Roth, Heinrich Böll and Erich Maria Remarque. Today Kiepenheuer &

Witsch continues to publish leading contemporary German, Austrian

and Swiss writers, as well as international authors in translation. Its

list includes Katja Lange-Müller, Peter Härtling, Uwe Timm, Gabriel

García Márquez and John Banville. Its non-fiction subjects cover

sociology, psychology, history and biography. Kiepenheuer & Witsch

is part of the Holtzbrinck Group.


